The Door in the Hedge

Master storyteller Robin McKinley here
spins two new fairy tales and retells two
cherished classics. All feature princesses
touched with or by magic. There is
Linadel, who lives in a kingdom next to
Faerieland, where princesses are stolen
away on their seventeenth birthdays-and
Linadels seventeenth birthday is tomorrow.
And Korah, whose brother is bewitched by
the magical Golden Hind; now it is up to
her to break the spell. Rana must turn to a
talking frog to help save her kingdom from
the evil Aliyander. And then there are the
twelve princesses, enspelled to dance
through the soles of their shoes every
night... . These are tales to read with
delight!

Ratings Explanation Violence: Aliyander throws a frog against the wall. Liam is slapped and there is blood. Men from a
hunting party come home crazy or go.The Door in the Hedge is a collection of fairy tales by Robin McKinley, published
by William Morrow and Company under its Greenwillow Books imprint in 1981.Robin McKinley, winner of the
prestigious Newbery Award, leads readers through the door in the hedge into the lands of Faery--retelling some of the
mostEditorial Reviews. Review. [McKinley] knows her geography of fantasy, the nuances of the language, the
atmosphere of magic where running deer becomeThis collection of stories includes two fairy tales and two retellings of
classics. Readers will enjoy reading about princesses, kings, talking frogs, faeries, - Buy The Door in the Hedge book
online at best prices in India on Amazon.in. Read The Door in the Hedge book reviews & author details and more
Robin McKinley writes a mean fairy tale, whether shes reworking an old classic (The Twelve Dancing Princesses, The
Princess and the Frog,Door in the Hedge Robin Mckinley ISBN: 9780698119604 Kostenloser Versand fur alle Bucher
mit Versand und Verkauf duch Amazon. Recently my soon to be sister-in-law lent me The Door in the Hedge by Robin
McKinley, an author I have never read. This is a collection of fourAmazon??????Door in the
Hedge??????????Amazon?????????????Robin McKinley???????????????????????We never outgrow fairy tales. Its just
that as we get older, we want there to be more to the story of a princess who kisses a frog. Who does that?! And what
aboutEditorial Reviews. Review. [McKinley] knows her geography of fantasy, the nuances of the language, the
atmosphere of magic where running deer become
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